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How To Get More Clients For Your Interior Design Agency
Our Friends · Tuesday, February 16th, 2021

With the quality of your creative juices and the knack for refurbishing spaces, you might want to
start your team of interior designers. However, this business is far more challenging than it seems.
The situation can quickly go from struggling to hopeless, if not handled and marketed well.

Every agency finds itself stuck in a rut and eventually closing due to the challenges of winning
clients. The rising cost of materials and the pandemic restrictions add up to the worries of its
owners. Still, it is impossible to get out of these circumstances, especially if you know the right
place to find customers and get them to sign a deal with you.

Forget About Paying Yourself For A While

Most businesses know that profits should come in a few months after they start the operations. The
interior design field understands this very well. You will need to sacrifice and remain patiently
unpaid until your inbox received tons of messages from interested prospects.

Reduce your pricing to a range that would be enough to cover your worker’s salary and essential
expenses. Announce it as a launching promo so that clients would understand the sudden increase
in fees once you finally established a name for your business.

Enhance Your Portfolio

While accepting clients for a low price, take this as an opportunity to improve your interior design
portfolio. Continue your studies and keep on updating yourself with the trends around home
improvement and architecture. Take care of your first projects as you will use these to establish a
good face for your brand.

Collect testimonials from your previous clients, ask permissions to document some of the work
you’ve done for them, and compile these projects into one collection you can show to prospects.
Make a website, and don’t hesitate to utilize this content to attract more people.

Aim To Have Repeat Customers

Enhance your clients’ lifetime value by keeping them happy and looped in with the latest news on
your business. Consider giving away freebies or discount offers, which they can use if they opened
another project with your agency.
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This strategy is also perfect if you sell home improvement items and other services. Satisfied
customers will most likely come back and refer your company to friends and colleagues. Organic
awareness, also known as marketing through word of mouth, is one of the best things that will
happen to your business.

Partner With Other Businesses Or Marketers

Through partnering, you can refer other businesses and get client referrals in return. It’s a
traditional kind of marketing strategy that never fails to bring in paying clients. Outreach to
engineers, real estate agents, home developers, furniture shops, and other relevant businesses who
might also need the same benefits you’ll get.

You can also convert your current customers as affiliates, wherein they get a commission or a gift
for referring a friend. You might be spending a portion of your sales, but you’ll realize it’s worth it
once people began flooding into your inbox and asking for quotes.

A business needs to invest wisely and make sacrifices to prosper. And when you do, make sure that
all your hardships won’t go in vain by making the most out of your interior design project
opportunities. Consider getting a commercial loan to support these efforts and other necessary
expenses.
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